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Polymorphic malware is so prevalent nowadays that it’s estimated 
that 97 percent of malware is unique to the endpoint. 

Prevention–based solutions that rely on ‘detect-to-protect’ tools fail, 
at the network perimeter and the endpoint, because 99% of malware 
morphs into new, undetectable variants in under a minute. 

Detection of insiders, persistent attackers and file-less threats 
like PowerShell attacks are some the more difficult threats for an 
organization to detect. A recent study found that 95% of the PowerShell 
scripts evaluated, for 111 malware families, were malicious. 

Security and operations (SOC) teams are overwhelmed with alerts that 
they need to investigate. According to Ponemon Research, they only get 
to investigate 4% (680) alerts of the 17,000 received on a weekly basis. 

That’s 96% of potential security alerts that could result in a breach 
like the well-publicized Target incident in 2013, which ended 
up costing $252 million from one missed security event. 

Your biggest liability is  
now your best defense 
If you thought endpoints were your network’s biggest vulnerability, it’s 
time to think again. Unlike other security solutions, Bromium halts even 
the most advanced threats. Bromium counts a rapidly growing set of 
Fortune 500 companies and government agencies as customers. 

Here’s why it’s right for your organization, too. Bromium provides automated 
protection with tamper-proof introspection of servers and endpoints. And 
it does so by using your existing assets, including your endpoints, which 
together act as a network-wide web of sensors to uncover potential threats. 

By monitoring all user tasks and processes Bromium Secure 
Monitoring quickly identifies persistent attackers or malicious insider 
activity as well as file-less threats like PowerShell attacks. 

Gartner has confirmed Bromium supports one the largest managed hunting 
services in the industry, with more than 100,000 users around the world.

• 99% of malware morphs into
new, undetectable variants in
under a minute

• 97% of malware is unique to
each endpoint

• 96% of security alerts are not
investigated

• Bromium prevents endpoint
compromises and provides
targeted intelligence,
according to Gartner.

GARTNER
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Bromium sensor network 
Bromium is revolutionizing the security market by leading the charge with 
virtualization-based security. The Bromium sensor network effectively turns your 
network’s largest liability, its endpoints and servers, into your best defense. 

Bromium is revolutionizing the security market by leading the charge with 
virtualization-based security. The Bromium sensor network effectively turns your 
network’s largest liability, its endpoints and servers, into your best defense. 

Each device becomes part of a distributed, behavioral analysis sensor network, 
protecting your organization from all major threat vectors and attack types. 

Summarizing  
self-defending endpoints

Instant attack analysis
• Distributed sensors across all

endpoints and servers allow for
breach detection and response
without the need for cloud analysis

• Self-defending micro-virtualization
techniques prevent sensors from
being disabled by malware

• Instant attack analysis is
performed on the host

Accelerated enterprise response
• System provides full device

isolation and malicious
execution termination

• Automated enterprise-wide IOC
detection stops lateral movement

• IOCs are shared instantly
across the enterprise
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Protects and adapts
Unlike traditional security technologies, that rely on ineffective detection 
techniques, Bromium automatically isolates threats and adapts to new attacks 
by instantly sharing threat intelligence to eliminate the impact of malware.

The network provides instant attack analysis on the host, via introspection. Its 
sensors are distributed across all endpoints and servers for breach detection and 
response, without the need for cloud analysis. 

It’s fully self-defending, using micro-virtualization to prevent sensors from being 
disabled by malware. The sensor network has automated enterprise-wide 
Indicator of Compromise (IOC) detection to stop any lateral movement  
of infection. 

The result is full device isolation and malicious execution termination. 

Latest innovations against attack
Threats continually evolve, and so do the innovations you get with the Bromium 
sensor network. Bromium makes it easy for SOC teams to quickly triage high-
fidelity alerts, resulting in less time spent on alert investigation, increased 
productivity and fewer staff per the task. Bromium offers you:

■■■ Blacklisting and automatic blocking: Giving you enterprise-wide 
IOC detection to stop lateral movement via behavioral-based rules and 
configurable blacklists. 

■■■ Custom monitoring rules: It is easy to configure per-application rules to 
monitor and protect the assets important you across the entire enterprise on 
servers and endpoints. 

■■■ File quarantine: Allows the removal of binaries from infected machines 
without disrupting the user. 

i https://www.webroot.com/us/en/about/press-room/releases/webroot-2016-threat-brief-explores-next-generation-cyber-threat-landscape-
and-targeted-intrusion-trends
ii http://www.verizonenterprise.com/verizon-insights-lab/dbir/2016/
iii https://www.symantec.com/content/dam/symantec/docs/security-center/white-papers/increased-use-of-powershell-in-attacks-16-en.pdf

Key benefits of Bromium 

Sustained Protection
• Patented hardware-enforced

isolation stops malware spreading
• Disposable computing means

no remediation is needed
• Zero dwell time prevents

impact to operations

Adaptive Intelligence
• Indicator-of-compromise (IOC)

hunting takes place via a
distributed sensor network

• Behavioral analysis is built into
each sensor for faster detection

• Detailed forensics tracing
offers full attack visibility

Reduced Cost
• High fidelity alerts result in less

time and fewer resources required
to deal with potential threats

• Crisis patching is a thing of the past
• You bear no infrastructure costs
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